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Beautiful little Christian short stories: perform by children-for children 20 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD:

Audiobook, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: "The Adventures of Babe Williams" Christian

Children's short stories perform by Children for Children. 10 exciting little tales of adventure and mischief

from a Christian perspective. In most tales or saga's, the events are true and the names are changed to

protect the innocent. But in this case, the names are basically true, but the tales are mostly made up.

Christian Children as well as non Christian Children alike will delight in hearing these litte stories of family,

love and adventure. For your listening pleasure, two versions of these stories are recorded, one with

music and voice, and one version with music, voice and reverb added for a richer deeper sound. The last

ten stories are the same as the first, but in title, they will have a dash R on the end of it to designate

"reverb" for example: "The Orphans" would be story number one, and "The Orphans-r" would be story

number eleven. Music compilation by Gary Lamb of Kagan online. I hope you enjoy the loving purity of

these little works of Christian adventure, and my special thanks goes out to Matthew and Rachel for their

performances, Amen. As a side note, just a little info about the author of these short stories: Born of

loving parents, and reared with good principals, Greg Millhorn has come full circle, and has become a

man of God. During the rebellion of Greg's teenage years in the 1960's and 70's, he was birthed into a

time of unrestrained pleasure, violence and self-indulgence. After roughly 15 years of total debauchery

and depravity, the shaft of God's Light broke upon him, and made of him a new man. He now spends his

time in service to God, and is a good husband and father. Greg has written over 350 Christian poems,

which are all being published and are very spiritually deep and edifying. This poetry work is just but an

example of the many works of poetry and short stories that Greg has written and he continues to this day,
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being inspired of the Lord to communicate through his pen.
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